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Abstract

This article analyzes the impact of road rehabilitation on the spatial market efficiency of maize markets in Mozambique. We estimate a modified version of the Parity Bounds Model (PBM) that allows us to test the impact of road rehabilitation on spatial efficiency. This article seeks to contribute to the existing literature in three ways. First, a unique data set, where road rehabilitation episodes between market pairs are identified, is developed. Second, special care is devoted to estimation of transaction costs due to the sensitivity of the PBM model to the quality of transaction costs estimates. Finally, as opposed to most existing literature that focuses on relatively distant markets, the article focuses on spatially close markets. We find that maize markets tend to be segmented due to high transport costs. Following road rehabilitation, inefficiency and average absolute price differentials tend to decrease, and market pairs have tended to shift toward autarky regimes. Overall, while the results point broadly toward a positive impact of road rehabilitation on spatial efficiency, they are not as strong or as robust as one would like. Large increases in fuel prices likely offset the positive impacts of road rehabilitation on transaction costs, contributing to the increase in the probability of being in an autarky regime.

\textit{JEL classification:} F14, Q13
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1. Introduction

Spatial market efficiency is a key element for policy transmission and effectiveness. Well-functioning markets are crucial to ensuring the desired impact of different economic policies, such as macroeconomic or trade policy. Spatially segmented markets isolate economic agents and households across space, limiting the transmission of price incentives and the resulting positive welfare impact in terms of lower prices and increased product availability.

Traditionally, Mozambican provinces have tended to be poorly integrated due to high transport costs (Penzhorn and Arndt, 2002; Tostao and Brorsen, 2005). The road network was seriously damaged during a decade-long civil war that ended in 1992. In addition, the war prevented any substantial investment in rehabilitation and maintenance as well as new road construction. The inadequacy of the road network makes transport along the 2,500 km distance from North to South of the country extremely costly, increasing the likelihood of market segmentation.

Since the end of the war in 1992, the country has experienced significant liberalization and high growth rates.\textsuperscript{1} Anecdotal evidence indicates that growth has helped fuel an increase in the number of participants in trading activities. At the same time, very substantial investments in new roads and road rehabilitation have occurred.

This article attempts to measure the extent of spatial efficiency in Mozambique. It seeks to contribute to the existing literature in three ways. First, we employ a unique data set that contains price observations and detailed information on road rehabilitation episodes between market pairs. Second, special care is devoted to estimation of transaction costs due to the sensitivity of the PBM model to the quality of transaction costs estimates. Finally, as opposed to most existing literature that focuses on relatively distant markets, the article focuses on spatially close markets. We find that maize markets tend to be segmented due to high transport costs. Following road rehabilitation, inefficiency and average absolute price differentials tend to decrease, and market pairs have tended to shift toward autarky regimes. Overall, while the results point broadly toward a positive impact of road rehabilitation on spatial efficiency, they are not as strong or as robust as one would like. Large increases in fuel prices likely offset the positive impacts of road rehabilitation on transaction costs, contributing to the increase in the probability of being in an autarky regime.
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\textsuperscript{1} See Tarp et al. (2002) for a detailed overview of the liberalization process in Mozambique.
construction and road rehabilitation. This information allows us to consider specifically the impact of road rehabilitation on maize price patterns. Second, a great deal of attention is devoted to obtaining the best possible transaction cost estimates, which increases the robustness of the results. Third, existing work on market integration in Mozambique has focused on linkages between relatively distant markets (usually more than 500 km apart). Here, the focus is on market pairs that are less disparate spatially. The distances separating the market pairs analyzed range from 24 to 243 kms.

The approach relies on differences in maize prices as an indicator of market arbitrage, following an extension of the Parity Bounds Model (PBM) methodology similar to Park et al. (2002) or Negassa et al. (2003). The advantage of using locally produced white maize as the reference good is that it is relatively homogeneous with widespread demand. These characteristics permit comparison across markets in the country.

The article is organized as follows. Section 2 defines the concept of spatial market efficiency. Section 3 describes the situation of the maize sector in Mozambique. Section 4 describes the methodology and the data. Section 5 analyzes the impact of road rehabilitation on spatial arbitrage on selected provincial market pairs. The final section concludes.

2. Spatial market integration and efficiency

Market integration is at the heart of welfare analysis in economics. Markets gather together demand and supply across actors that are located in different points of geographical space. In well-integrated markets, regions with excess supply are able to transfer production to regions with excess demand, responding to price signals. In the international domain, the impact of monetary, exchange rate, or trade policy depends on how well markets are integrated and whether prices tend to equalize. In the national domain, any macroeconomic policy (monetary, fiscal, trade, infrastructure, or technology) is mainly transmitted by changes in relative prices. If markets of the same country are segmented with limited price transmission, economic policy becomes less effective.

As an example, consider the case of trade reform. In the short run, a change in relative prices of tradable to nontradable goods will create adjustment in demand and supply of these goods. However, the price change is observed at the border. The implications of trade reform, therefore, depend on the degree of market integration. In the case of segmented markets, trade reform may alter consumer behavior and foster specialization in firms located near the border, while leaving rural areas, often poorer and more populated, largely unaffected.

Integration has traditionally been associated with the “Walrasian” concept of transfer of excess demand from one market to another via trade flows, price shocks, or both. Under this tradability view, trade flows are sufficient to signal spatial market integration, but do not necessarily imply price equalization, which is consistent with inefficient Pareto distributions (Barrett, 2008). A second approach, based on Baumol’s work on testable markets, focuses instead on the full exploitation of arbitrage rents and competitive markets. Under this second approach to spatial market integration, two markets are integrated when there are zero marginal profits to arbitrage, leaving agents indifferent about trading, and therefore, reaching a competitive equilibrium and a Pareto efficient distribution (Barrett and Li, 2002). (For a general discussion on the different distinctions regarding the meaning of market integration see Fackler and Goodwin, 2002.)

These approaches to market integration are related but not identical. Under the first approach, trade is sufficient but not necessary for market integration. Two markets can be integrated by belonging to a network or by having a state trading institution that fixes prices in response to regional or national shocks. In these cases, price shocks are transmitted even in the absence of trade. On the other hand, under the spatial efficiency approach, efficiency can be achieved without observing trade between two locations if there are no marginal profits to arbitrage. This is especially the case in the presence of high transaction costs.

The existing literature has tended to focus more on the spatial efficiency approach to market integration. This is due in part to the theoretical reasons suggested above (Pareto efficiency, competitive markets, and the fact that observing trade is not a sufficient condition for efficiency). Practical reasons also play a role as price data across space tend to be more readily available than trade flow data between market pairs. This article follows the spatial efficiency approach to market integration.

3. Maize markets and spatial market efficiency in Mozambique

3.1. The maize sector in Mozambique

The production of maize in Mozambique occurs mainly on small family plots. Production is not evenly distributed across the country. Provinces in the central and northern region often produce maize surpluses, which are exported to the south and to Malawi.2 Provinces in the south are net consumers and import maize, mainly from South Africa but also from the central region. Production has trended upward relatively slowly since 1996, with variation due mainly to climate shocks. For example, in 2000 there were maize production shortages due to widespread flooding, which resulted in significant increases in nominal and real market prices of maize (See Fig. 1). From 2002, annual average prices have remained relatively stable. Fig. 2 illustrates clear positive correlations between nominal monthly maize prices across major markets.

State involvement in maize marketing used to be significant.3 The maize marketing system was characterized by a

---

2 Informal exports to Malawi were estimated at around 71,000 tones between July 2004 and March 2005.
3 Agricultural prices, the main instrument of government intervention (see Tarp, 1990), were liberalized in the early 1990s.
A national average is calculated using prices in main provincial markets. Real prices obtained by deflating nominal prices with the consumer price index.

Fig. 1. Evolution of annual average nominal and real white maize price (Mt/kg).

Fig. 2. Nominal monthly maize prices for major urban markets.

At first sight, spatial markets in Mozambique seem to be segmented by poor infrastructure. Regarding road infrastructure, 53% of roads are nonpaved tertiary roads that connect districts. Of the remaining, 16% are primary roads and 31% are secondary roads. These have been progressively rehabilitated in the last 10 years (MIC, 2001) though road conditions remain far from perfect (Jacobs Consultancy, 2005). On the other hand, maritime transport, a seemingly natural and potentially cheaper way of transporting goods from North to South, is expensive, with the added problem of lack of vessel availability and low frequency of services between main Mozambican ports (MIC, 2001).4

4 Very often vessels do not leave port until they are at full capacity.
3.2. Evidence of spatial market efficiency in maize markets in Mozambique

There are several studies on spatial efficiency in maize markets in Mozambique. A detailed study by Donovan (1996) that focuses on the evolution of maize prices found significant price linkages between maize markets in Maputo and Chimoio. For the same market pair, Penzhorn and Arndt (2002) estimate a PBM and found that the probability of spatial efficiency is around 75%, while the probability of spatial inefficiency is around 22%. Tostao and Brorsen (2005) estimate the PBM for 13 market pairs and find that markets are mostly spatially efficient, but high transport costs impede integration. Abdula (2005), using a cointegration approach, finds that integration is relatively weak, price shocks are not fully transmitted, and there is on average two weeks delay in the transmission of shocks. Thus, existing evidence seems to suggest that maize markets tend to be spatially efficient; however, integration is still very limited due to high transaction costs.

4. Methodology and data

A large amount of investment has been oriented toward significant road rehabilitation. As suggested by existing evidence on spatial market efficiency in Mozambique, spatial efficiency is seriously constrained by high transport costs. Thus, we should expect that substantial road rehabilitation could impact positively the likelihood of becoming more efficient.

4.1. Methodology: extended PBM

Several methodologies have been used for analyzing spatial arbitrage or spatial price analysis. Fackler and Goodwin (2002) provide a detailed overview. In this article we employ the PBM methodology.

The PBM is a model based on the importance of transaction costs when analyzing spatial price efficiency. This methodology estimates by maximum likelihood a switching regression model for the three regimes predicted by the Enke–Samuelson–Takayama–Judge model (Samuelson, 1952; Takayama and Judge, 1971), namely: efficiency, segmented efficiency, and inefficiency, (represented by Eqs. (1), (2), and (3) below). This model accommodates time-varying transaction costs, trade reversals, and the situation of autarky (Baulch, 1997; Sexton et al., 1991 Spiller and Wood, 1988).

As suggested by the Enke–Samuelson–Takayama–Judge model, price differentials between two markets for an identical good depend on the size of transaction costs between the two locations. Thus, spatial market integration can be characterized by the three regimes described by Eqs. (1) to (3), where the price difference of good a in markets i and j depends on transaction costs of good a between market i and j, δijt, and random components εt, ut, and vt,.

\[ |P_{it} - P_{jt}| = \delta_{ijt} + \epsilon_t, \]

(1)

\[ |P_{it} - P_{jt}| = \delta_{ijt} + \epsilon_t + u_t, \]

(2)

\[ |P_{it} - P_{jt}| = \delta_{ijt} + \epsilon_t + v_t. \]

(3)

Regime I in Eq. (1) represents spatially efficient markets. This regime is at the parity bounds. Price differences, between i and j, equal transaction costs in period t, δijt, plus a normally distributed error term component, εt (0, σ2ε). The error term captures unexplained variation at the parity bounds due to, for example, unexplained variation in transaction cost estimates. This regime is equivalent to the law of one price, profits are maximized, and there is competitive equilibrium, with or without the presence of trade flows.

Regime II in Eq. (2) represents the autarky regime, where price differentials are below transaction costs and hence inside the parity bounds. The error term ut is semitruncated positive, and measures by how much the prices fall short of the parity bounds. This regime does not imply inefficiency, since arbitrage is not profitable; however, it is associated with a lack of spatial integration. Prices may be uncorrelated within a band of high transaction costs that make arbitrage profits negative.

Finally, Regime III in Eq. (3) represents spatially inefficient markets, where price differentials are above transaction costs. The semitruncated positive error term vt measures by how much the price differences exceed transaction costs. The errors, ut and vt, are associated with demand and supply conditions, respectively. This regime implies the existence of unexploited arbitrage rents due to lack of information, barriers to entry, market power, or trade quotas. In this case, some trade may or may not occur. If trade occurs, then, under the tradability approach, there is some degree of integration between markets, but the markets are not competitive. Under the efficiency approach to market integration, however, Regime III, spatial inefficiency, is considered as evidence of lack of integration (Baulch, 1997).

The PBM approach has several well-known weaknesses (Negassa et al., 2003). First, it ignores the time-series properties of price and transaction cost data. Second, the distributional assumptions of the variables are not based on economic theory, and the results of the estimation depend on these assumptions. Third, short-term deviations from equilibrium that are the result of rational lagged adjustment are treated as inefficiency.

Despite these limitations, the PBM remains a frequently used approach for spatial price analysis. The PBM methodology has been extended by Barrett and Li (2002) to add trade flows and improve market integration analysis. Moser et al. (2005) apply the basic approach to the study of integration in time and form for the case of rice in Madagascar. Finally, the PBM model allows estimation of transaction costs endogenously (Park et al. 2002).

Given data on price differences and transaction costs estimates, we estimate for every period t the probability of being in the three regime bands: the parity bound, inside, or above. These bands are determined by the variance of the error terms;
\( \sigma^2_f \) for Regime I, \( \sigma^2_e + \sigma^2_u \) for Regime II, and \( \sigma^2_e + \sigma^2_v \) for Regime III (assuming the errors are uncorrelated). Therefore, a key in the model is the quality of transaction costs estimates, \( \delta_{ijt} \), whether they are exogenously or endogenously estimated. Choosing the right transaction costs estimates will determine the degree of robustness of regime probability estimates (see Section 4.3.2).

In order to estimate the probability of being in one regime or another, we need to define the likelihood function in Eq. (4) given the \( f_{st} \) density functions for every regime (Eqs. (5) to (7)), where \( \Phi() \) is the standard normal density function and \( \phi() \) is the cumulative distribution function. Equation (11) is maximized to obtain estimates of the parameter vector \( \theta \) that contains \( \sigma_f, \sigma_u, \sigma_v, \lambda_1, \lambda_2, \lambda_3 \), and, when estimated endogenously, transaction costs \( \delta_{ijt} \).

\[
\begin{align*}
&f_t(\rho_t|\theta) = \lambda_1 f_{1t}(\rho_t|\theta) + \lambda_2 f_{2t}(\rho_t|\theta) \\
&\quad + (1 - \lambda_1 - \lambda_2) f_{3t}(\rho_t|\theta),
\end{align*}
\]

where \( \rho_t = \Delta p_{ijt} - \delta_{ijt} \).

\[
f_{1t} = \frac{1}{\sigma_f} \phi \left[ \frac{|P_{it} - P_{jt}| - \delta_{ijt}}{\sigma_f} \right],
\]

\[
f_{2t} = \frac{2}{(\sigma_e^2 + \sigma_u^2)^{1/2}} \phi \left[ \frac{|P_{it} - P_{jt}| - \delta_{ijt}}{(\sigma_e^2 + \sigma_u^2)^{1/2}} \right] \\
\quad \times \left[ 1 - \Phi \left( \frac{|P_{it} - P_{jt}| - \delta_{ijt}}{\sigma_e} \right) \right],
\]

\[
f_{3t} = \frac{2}{(\sigma_e^2 + \sigma_v^2)^{1/2}} \phi \left[ \frac{|P_{it} - P_{jt}| - \delta_{ijt}}{(\sigma_e^2 + \sigma_v^2)^{1/2}} \right] \\
\quad \times \left[ 1 - \Phi \left( \frac{|P_{it} - P_{jt}| - \delta_{ijt}}{\sigma_v} \right) \right],
\]

\[
L = \prod_{t=1}^{T} \lambda_{1t} f_{1t} + \lambda_{2t} f_{2t} + (1 - \lambda_{1t} - \lambda_{2t}) f_{3t}.
\]

In the original PBM formulation, single estimates of regime probabilities are obtained for the full estimation period. We modify the original PBM model in order to permit efficiency changes (as represented by changes in regime probabilities) over time due to generalized trends in the market efficiency or specific policy interventions such as road construction/rehabilitation. Concretely, we follow the methodology proposed by Park et al. (2002) and Negassa et al. (2003) by making the probabilities of belonging to any of the regimes dependent on time-variant variables (see Eqs. (9) and (10)). Here \( T_t \) is a dummy variable that measures the introduction of road rehabilitation. Thus, coefficients \( \gamma_1 \) and \( \gamma_3 \) measure the impact on the period probability associated with the introduction of road rehabilitation.

\[
\begin{align*}
\lambda_{1t} &= \gamma_0 + \gamma_1 T_t, \\
\lambda_{2t} &= \gamma_2 + \gamma_3 T_t.
\end{align*}
\]

4.2. Data

The primary source of data is the agricultural market information system (SIMA, 2005) database from the Ministry of Agriculture. This database provides information on prices of major agriculture products in more than 30 markets spread throughout the country. The frequency is weekly since 1993, but there exists a significant number of missing observations for some markets, especially at the beginning of the period. The absolute value of the price difference has been used as a measure of the price spread. Price differences are deflated using the monthly consumer price index (CPI) available from the National Institute of Statistics (INE), in order to remove any general trends in maize prices and permitting focus on real transport costs.

There are two main sources for transport cost observations. MIC (2001) carried out a survey on transport costs for maize for some market pairs in 2001. In addition, the SIMA database has collected data on maize transport costs for some market pairs during some periods. Finally, data on road rehabilitation, number of kilometers rehabilitated, and date when road works were completed were gathered from the Administração Nacional de Estradas (ANE).

4.3. The impact of road rehabilitation on spatial arbitrage

We expect road rehabilitation to impact spatial arbitrage via two channels. The first and main channel is by lowering transport costs, and therefore transaction costs. Road improvement reduces the hazards and time length of road transport and therefore this should be translated into more transport services available and a reduction of transport costs. Second, road enhancement is likely to facilitate the entry to the market of more traders, especially informal traders that lack transport capacity. Entry of new traders may increase competition and arbitrage, reduce price spreads, and therefore potentially improve spatial efficiency and integration.\(^5\)

\(^5\) These informal traders tend to depend on the availability of trucks and vans working on that route, often returning empty after delivering their load. We should expect that better road conditions increase the amount of vehicles transporting goods on the area.
Table 1
Markets selected and road rehabilitated

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Markets</th>
<th>Province</th>
<th>Section rehabilitated</th>
<th>Market pairs distance</th>
<th>Finished</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Beira–Chimoio</td>
<td>Sofala/Manica</td>
<td>Beira-Inchope (Nhamatanda)</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>Oct-99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manica–Chimoio</td>
<td>Manica</td>
<td>Inchope-Machipanda</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>Jun-97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nampula–Nacala</td>
<td>Nampula</td>
<td>Nampula-Nacala</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>Nov-04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pemba–Montepuez</td>
<td>Cabo Delgado</td>
<td>Pemba-Montepuez</td>
<td>243</td>
<td>Jun-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tete–Chimoio</td>
<td>Tete/Manica</td>
<td>Partly finished</td>
<td></td>
<td>Dec-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chockwe–Xai-Xai</td>
<td>Gaza</td>
<td>Macia-Chockwe</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>Aug-98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Authors own elaboration based on information from Roads National Authorities (ANE).

Table 2
Transport costs observations for selected pair of markets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SIMA</th>
<th>Before rehab</th>
<th>After rehab</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Dev.</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>MIC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Obs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beira–Chimoio</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>416.23</td>
<td>124.87</td>
<td>228.57</td>
<td>857.14</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manica–Chimoio</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>230.16</td>
<td>122.57</td>
<td>142.86</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nampula–Nacala</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>337.05</td>
<td>110.63</td>
<td>214.29</td>
<td>642.86</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pemba–Montepuez</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>473.21</td>
<td>116.30</td>
<td>142.86</td>
<td>857.14</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tete–Chimoio</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>681.12</td>
<td>186.95</td>
<td>428.57</td>
<td>1,285.71</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xai–Xai–Chockwe</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>428.57</td>
<td>183.34</td>
<td>214.29</td>
<td>714.29</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Costs are in nominal Metical per kilogram (24,000 Metical/USD).

4.3.1. Choice of market pairs.
In order to choose market pairs, we have focused on roads that experienced significant rehabilitation. The pairs selected are mainly markets belonging to the same province or to neighboring provinces. Practicalities prevent focus on more distant market pairs as it is very difficult to find cases of distant markets where a substantial part of the road has been rehabilitated. Also, as indicated above, most of the existing analysis of market integration in Mozambique focuses on relatively distant markets. This article contributes to the literature by studying spatial efficiency for intraprovincial (or close) market pairs with special accounting for periods before and after road rehabilitation. Table 1 summarizes selected market pairs and the extent of road rehabilitation in these selected routes.6

4.3.2. Transaction costs.
One of the main weaknesses of the PBM methodology is that it is highly dependent on the quality of transaction cost estimates. Since transport costs are the main component of transaction costs, reliable transport cost information is particularly important as the impact of road rehabilitation on spatial market arbitrage is expected to be transmitted via a reduction in transport costs.

Unfortunately, as in many other developing countries, transaction and transport cost data are scarce. The main source for transport costs data is provided by SIMA, but these data are only available from 2001 and with relatively light frequency (See Table 2). Due to the paucity of data, we resort to using existing information to predict transaction costs values for most of the estimation period. We predict transport costs using existing observations inflated by a constant percentage that accounts for the mark-up/commercialization and other commercialization costs (see Table 3). The lack of observations before 2001 implies that we cannot test directly whether road rehabilitation had an impact on transport costs in cases where road works were completed before 2001.7 As a result, we focus mainly on observed price differentials before and after road rehabilitation.

In addition, in order to overcome the problem of a potential lack of robustness of transaction costs,8 we first predict different sets of transaction cost. This approach, based on sensitivity analysis, allows us to, first, choose the estimates that are more similar to observed data and existing qualitative information, and, second, to identify the impact on the degree of spatial efficiency under “best” transaction cost calculation.

---

6 For the case of Xai–Xai–Chockwe, even though the road works carried out were considered as maintenance, improvements in road conditions were substantial. In addition, the rehabilitation of the route Tete–Chimoio was only partial, but substantial improvements were achieved.

7 As Tables 2 and 4 show, for the market pairs Nampula–Nacala, Pemba–Montepuez, and Tete–Chimoio, road rehabilitation occurs after 2001 and therefore there is some SIMA data available. In all three cases, however, average transport costs are higher after road rehabilitation. This is quite likely to be the result of high diesel prices.

8 Lack of robustness of transaction costs estimates implies lack of robustness in the estimation of regime probabilities.
due to rising transport costs. A trend toward increasing market segmentation in the last period due to rising transport costs. A trend toward increasing market segmentation in the last period due to rising transport costs.

4.3.3. Other considerations.

The goal of the analysis is to focus on the implications of road rehabilitation for spatial market efficiency. Nevertheless, it is important to recognize that, similar to nearly all social science research, complete control of other factors is not possible. Rises in oil prices were mentioned in the previous paragraph. In addition, as discussed in Section 4, general processes of war recovery, economic growth, and agricultural market development following liberalization were ongoing during the estimation period. Due to these significant discrepancies between the different methodologies used, which range from constant costs endogenously estimated within the PBM estimation framework to a pooled panel equation estimation relying on existing transport cost data. Table 2 summarizes data availability for each market pair regarding transport costs. These series of transaction costs estimates are plotted for each market pair in Fig. 3.

The panel estimation approach uses data for all routes in the country where information is available. The model with random effects. The variables of interest—distance, diesel prices, and commercialization dry season dummy—are statistically significant at 95% confidence level and have the correct sign: and the overall $R^2$ is 0.53. For the routes of interest to this study (routes where road rehabilitation occurred), examination of the residuals reveals a consistent pattern of positive error terms (e.g., estimates tend to be larger than observed data). This may be due to the fact that the intraprovincial routes in focus here have lower transport costs due to higher transport flows compared with the full set of transport routes in the country.

In contrast to the panel estimates, the endogenous estimates derived directly from the PBM framework tend to underestimate transaction costs as compared with observed transaction costs (see Fig. 3), and, therefore, seem to be biased against identifying autarky regimes (and hence toward identifying efficient and inefficient regimes).

Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MIC</td>
<td>For markets with one MIC (2001) observation available, we have constructed a series deflating the observation with diesel prices and adding a fixed mark-up of 33%, as suggested by MIC (2001) as a constant commercialization mark-up. This method has been used in other papers such as Penzhorn and Arndt (2002) and Tostao and Brorsen (2005).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIMA (SIMA1 and SIMA2)</td>
<td>For markets with several observations from the SIMA database, we use the following equation and regress the existing observations on a constant, diesel prices, and a dummy with value 1 for the months of commercialization. The predicted values are used as transaction costs estimates. When the observations cover the period before and after road rehabilitation, the road rehabilitation dummy, a variable with value 1 after rehabilitation and 0 otherwise, is also added to the regression.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Est1</td>
<td>This specification estimates constant transaction costs endogenously but controlling for the impact of diesel prices, commercialization period, and road rehabilitation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Est2</td>
<td>The fourth specification incorporates the equation above to the model and estimates transaction costs endogenously but controlling for the impact of diesel prices, commercialization period, and road rehabilitation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TC</td>
<td>The fifth specification is based on the predicted values arising from estimating a panel with all the SIMA data available; this includes more than 100 market pairs and 3,872 observations. We estimate the following equation, where transport costs are a function of distance, diesel prices, and a dummy for commercialization months, as a random effects model, and predict transport costs for all the market pairs of interest, inflated with a 30% mark-up.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TC2</td>
<td>The last specification computes the yearly averages with the SIMA information available from 2001 to 2005, with a 30% mark-up. Then, it applies the average growth rate for this period in order to obtain values from 1995 to 2000. This specification is only used for market pairs with data available, and applied for monthly specifications since it only has yearly variations.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
 period. These processes could be expected to lead to gradually enhanced market efficiency over time.

At the same time, the implications of road rehabilitation are often very substantial. Prior to road rehabilitation, road conditions may only permit low average speeds and require a four-wheel drive vehicle. After road rehabilitation, road conditions often allow for normal highway speeds. Given the importance of transfer cost and the importance of road quality for transfer costs, one can reasonably presume that road rehabilitation should be a large and detectable shock.
### Table 4
Summary statistics on price differentials before and after road rehabilitation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Markets</th>
<th>Price differential (absolute value)</th>
<th>Before road rehabilitation</th>
<th>After road rehabilitation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Obs</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>Std. Dev.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beira–Chimoio Monthly</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>0.418</td>
<td>0.264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Weekly</td>
<td>418</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manica–Chimoio Monthly</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>0.329</td>
<td>0.226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Weekly</td>
<td>459</td>
<td>0.323</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nampula–Nacala Monthly</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>0.367</td>
<td>0.312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Weekly</td>
<td>446</td>
<td>0.358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pemba–Montepuez Monthly</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>0.339</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Weekly</td>
<td>266</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tete–Chimoio Monthly</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>0.452</td>
<td>0.444</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Weekly</td>
<td>425</td>
<td>0.465</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xai-Xai–Chockwe Monthly</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>0.496</td>
<td>0.367</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Weekly</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>0.524</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Price changes are statistically significant at 95% for all the cases, except Tete–Chimoio which is statistically significant at 90% confidence level. Details are available upon request.*

*Source: Authors’ calculations from SIMA.*

### Table 5
Estimated regime probabilities (monthly data)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Beira–Chimoio</th>
<th>Manica–Chimoio</th>
<th>Nampula–Nacala</th>
<th>Pemba–Montepuez</th>
<th>Tete–Chimoio</th>
<th>Xai-Xai–Chockwe</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Efficient $\lambda_1$</td>
<td>Before road rehabilitation</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.146</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>After road rehabilitation</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autarky $\lambda_2$</td>
<td>Before road rehabilitation</td>
<td>0.796</td>
<td>0.482</td>
<td>0.259</td>
<td>0.775</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>After road rehabilitation</td>
<td>0.796</td>
<td>0.334</td>
<td>0.337</td>
<td>0.998</td>
<td>0.932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inefficient $\lambda_3$</td>
<td>Before road rehabilitation</td>
<td>0.203</td>
<td>0.438</td>
<td>0.596</td>
<td>0.224</td>
<td>0.225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>After road rehabilitation</td>
<td>0.203</td>
<td>0.664</td>
<td>0.662</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LR Testc</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-1.002</td>
<td>-2.672</td>
<td>5.682</td>
<td>-2.112</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*a Uses SIMA transaction costs estimates.  
*b Uses TC2 transaction costs estimates (see Table 3 for definition).  
*c Likelihood ratio test for significance of change in regime probability after rehabilitation completed ($H_0: \gamma_1 = \gamma_3 = 0$).  

*Source: Authors’ own calculations.*

### 5. Results

Estimation of the model described in Eqs. (4) to (10) was carried out using both weekly and monthly data. There are advantages/disadvantages to each approach. On the one hand, weekly data provides a greater number of observations and a greater degree of price variation. On the other hand, it is difficult to assume that price differentials are arbitraged away on a weekly basis. In addition, monthly averages attenuate unusual large price differentials. In all cases, price differentials have been deflated using the national monthly CPI index.

The impact of road rehabilitation was proxied by a dummy with value 1 for the periods after road works were completed, and 0 otherwise. The implicit assumption here is that the full impact of the road improvement on efficiency is felt just after road works have finished. The dummy approach to measure the impact of road rehabilitation has at least two limitations. First, during the period of road works, transport cost may actually increase. Second, the impact of improvements in road conditions may be felt in nearby markets only after a time lag.

Nevertheless, in the absence of information regarding these two concerns, the dummy variable approach appears to be the most robust methodology.

Estimations were performed using GAMS with the Conopt solution algorithm applied. A likelihood ratio (LR) test was performed to test the null hypothesis of no change in probabilities after road rehabilitation (this is $H_0: \gamma_1 = \gamma_2 = 0$ in Eqs. (9) and (10)).

Table 4 summarizes the main information regarding data availability associated with price differentials for every market pair. The timespan for most market pairs goes from 1995 to 2005. In addition, for the cases of Xai-Xai–Chockwe and Pemba–Montepuez, data from 2002 are much less frequent.

For some market pair specifications when estimating endogenous transaction costs, parameters estimates tended to be unstable, likely to be the result of underidentification due to the large number of parameters to estimate and forcing some of the estimates to move to the bounds. With exogenous transport costs (a majority of cases and nearly all of our preferred estimations), convergence is robust.
5.1. Main findings

Price differences between the market pairs tended to decrease following road rehabilitation. Table 4 shows that, for the period after road rehabilitation was completed, the average price differential decreased for four of the six market pairs considered in this study.

Table 5 summarizes the main results that arise from the estimations of the extended PBM methodology. The table shows estimated regime probabilities before and after road rehabilitation for each market pair. Fig. 4 plots the evolution of price differentials and transaction costs for each market pair.10

The main conclusion that surfaces is that the selected intraprovinct markets do not tend to be spatially inefficient, with the exception of Manica–Chimoio and Nampula–Nacala, but tend to be in an autarky regime, where price differentials are not arbitrated due to high transport costs.

10 A more detailed description of the results by market pair can be found in Cirera and Arndt (2006).
Road rehabilitation should impact market functioning via two channels: reductions in transport costs and reductions in barriers to market entry particularly for small traders. Regarding the first channel, we only have transport costs observations before and after road rehabilitation for three market pairs. In these cases, total transaction costs actually increase following road rehabilitation primarily due to high fuel prices. This at least partially disguises the potential positive impact of road rehabilitation via reductions in transport costs. Regarding the second channel, despite the fuel price increases, we observe a reduction in average price spreads for all market pairs, except the inefficient Manica–Chimoio and Nampula–Nacala.

We test whether there is a change in regime probabilities before and after the month of road rehabilitation. This change is statistically significant for two of the six market pairs when we apply the likelihood ratio test. This could be interpreted as an indication that the impact of road rehabilitation is not large enough to change significantly regime probabilities after that period. Alternatively, the lack of significance may be associated with the steady increase in fuel prices in the final few years of data.

In summary, for most market pairs, the probability of inefficient regimes is reduced during the post-road rehabilitation period. The probability of the autarky regime increases roughly commensurately. While one expects (hopes) that road rehabilitation would lead to increased probability of the efficient regime, \textit{ceteris paribus}, the increase in the autarky regime is consistent with the large increases observed in diesel prices, which appear to have offset the impact of road rehabilitation. In addition, we observed a reduction in average price spreads, excepting the two inefficient market pairs.

6. Conclusions and policy implications

Investment in infrastructure is one of the most significant policy actions taken by governments and donor agencies in order to facilitate market integration. Mozambique is no exception, and since the mid 1990s, after the war, very substantial investment has been devoted to road rehabilitation. This article contributes to the existing literature by trying to provide evidence of the impact of road rehabilitation on spatial market efficiency.

At the methodological level, we find that estimates from the extended PBM model are highly dependent on the quality of transaction cost estimates. In order to overcome this problem, we estimate a number of different transaction costs specifications that allow us to select best estimates and obtain more robust findings. Previous work typically employs a single set of transaction costs estimates (either exogenously supplied or endogenously estimated). Somewhat surprisingly, we find that, for the cases considered here, endogenous estimated transaction costs tend to underestimate “true” transaction costs thus biasing regime probabilities toward inefficient regimes.

Regarding the impact of road rehabilitation on spatial markets, we find that average absolute price differentials and inefficiency tend to decrease following road rehabilitation, with the exception of the pairs Manica–Chimoio and Nampula–Nacala. We do not find the probability of efficient trading increasing as the probability of inefficient regimes declines. Rather, market pairs have tended to shift toward autarky regimes. In two markets, changes in regime probabilities (a drop in the probability of inefficiency and commensurate rise in the probability of autarky in both cases) are statistically significant.

Overall, while the results point broadly toward a positive impact of road rehabilitation on spatial efficiency, they are not as strong or as robust as one would like, especially given the volume of road investment. Large increases in fuel prices during the post-road rehabilitation period likely contributed to the weakness of the results. The increase in fuel prices likely offset positive impacts of road rehabilitation on total transaction costs and contributed to the increase in the probability of being in an autarky regime.

In our view, the primary policy implication, arising as a result of the findings, is the continued need to facilitate market efficiency and market integration in Mozambique. In terms of transaction costs, road rehabilitation remains an instrument to reduce the transport cost component; however, other transport options, such as rail and maritime transport, should also be seriously considered, especially for longer distance routes. Future research may consider complementary initiatives to facilitate markets beyond transport infrastructure investment and provision of price information.
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